United States security relations with its allies in Northeast Asia Japan, South Korea and Taiwan underwritten by US mutual defense treaties, or Congressional law, are changing. Each alliance, or security partnership, also reveals instances of strong bargaining between the members. However these partnerships also show continuity Each alliance is now over a half century old and continues in a period of obvious US financial difficulties, and ongoing combat commitments elsewhere. Therefore this paper explores several questions: What are the principal issues, and their background, that are currently challenging each alliance? Could any of these alliances be outmoded now? Or, where utility continues, what adjustments seem appropriate?
Ⅰ Ⅰ. Introduction
United States security relations with its allies in Northeast Asia Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan underwritten by US mutual defense treaties or Congressional law, are changing. But these security partnerships also show continuity. Each of these three partnerships is now over half a century old, and continues in an era of obvious US financial difficulties, and ongoing US combat commitments elsewhere. Interestingly, each alliance has also been characterized by bargaining between the members, sometimes rough bargaining an experience evident in many political-military relationships.
1)
Therefore this paper explores several questions: What are the principal issues, and their background, that are currently challenging each alliance? Could any of these three alliances be outmoded now? Or, where utility continues, what adjustments make sense?
The US-Japan security alliance grew out of the Japanese empire's total defeat in WWII and the subsequent US occupation and basic reforms of Japan's political and economic systems. The US-South Korean alliance, and the US Taiwan security relationship both grew out of the Cold War and anti-communism. Each of the three security partnerships is different, has its While exploring numerous issues challenging each of the three alliances or partnerships, this paper gives particular attention to the US Marine/Futenma basing issue in Japan, the ongoing US-ROK "Op Con" transfer in Seoul as the DPRK threat continues, and the Taiwan Relations Act and US arms sales, as they signify American underwriting of a peaceful transition between Taiwan and China.
Suggestions for US policies conclude the paper.
own internal dynamics, and each also is remarkably asymmetrical (no one believes that Japanese, South Korean or Taiwanese forces, even if capable, would launch across the Pacific to help defend the United States.) Nevertheless each alliance or partnership persists with implications for each side given the decades of fundamental internal and external changes, and over 60 years of US guarantees, assistance, and force deployments in Northeast Asia.
Ⅱ Ⅱ. Japan and the United States
This is a strange and anomalous alliance between two countries of utterly different histories and values, born out of a bitter and merciless war and out of an unnatural intimacy that began with the U.S. occupation of Japan ... Kenneth Pyle, 2010 2)
Destroyed and prostrate by August 1945, Japan formally surrendered to the United States and its allies on 2 September 1945 aboard the battleship Missouri in Tokyo Bay. Not only had two Japanese cities been obliterated by American atomic bombs, and Tokyo repeatedly fire-bombed, but at least 50 other Japanese cities had come under US air attack. It is safe to say, given the two side's ignorance of each other, except for the horrors of war, that each country was starting from scratch in the new, post-war, victor-vanquished relationship.
The defining architects of what eventually became the United States' second most important security alliance, after Great Britain, were Japan's post war Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida and the American five star General Douglas MacArthur. Each man had obvious respect for the other. But they also had disagreements. And both sought to gain leverage and influence with each other. In the background was Emperor Hirohito, now divested of his divinity, but a figure of continuing social coherence and pride for much of the stricken Japanese population.
January 2010 marked the 50 th anniversary of the signing of the revised "Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United States and Japan." The original San Francisco Peace Treaty was signed on 8 September 1951, then renewed in 1960. These documents stipulated that Japan would guarantee the United States exclusive operational use of Japanese military facilities in return for US protection in the event of an external threat to Japan. In short, after WWII, Japan, led by Prime Minister Yoshida, tucked itself under the American eagle in return for US access, assistance and protection. The vast majority of Japan's citizens millions homeless and many starving after the war saw no alternative but to cooperate with the US military occupation, particularly since the Emperor, with General MacArthur's support, was left on the Chrysanthemum Throne. This was the "bargain;" and, despite recurrent Japanese longing for more autonomy and self mastery of its situation, the bargain has remained central to Japanese security thinking in the 66 years since the end of WWII. The US-Japan security relationship and American tutelage of Japan's postwar democracy were controversial from the start. In Japan, socialist and communist agitation to nullify the treaty in 1960 descended into riots, but failed to fundamentally move Japan away from the "bargain," and the Japanese, with American assistance, continued their protected economic recovery that would reproduce a major industrial state by the mid 1960s. The transformation from the unnatural alliance of the post WWII era to a modern strategic partnership was striking.
It was during the Korean War, from June 1950 to July 1953, that the special utility of post war Japan to US security interests in Asia became clear when pacifist Japan served as the US logistics and deployment backdrop to the US/United Nations fight against North Korean aggression and Chinese intervention on the Korean peninsula. The international rescue of South Korea proved of major utility to Japan, as American military spending helped jump start Japan's economy. Prime Minister Yoshida is reputed to have called it "a gift from the gods."
The formal US martial law occupation of Japan ended on 28 April 1952, however, the island of Okinawa, the largest of the Ryukyu Islands, was kept under direct US military control for 20 more years until 15 May 1972 when it also reverted to Japanese sovereignty. Most critical to the American military in Japan has been the large Yokosuka Naval Base, in Tokyo Bay, which headquarters the US 7th Fleet.
3) Also important to US military operations in Asia and the Pacific are two other bases on Japanese soil, both on Okinawa: Kadena Air Base, 4) and the US Marine Corps Air Station at Futenma.
5)
Given Japan's obvious dependency on and inequality with the United States, Tokyo, under Yoshida's original crafting, nevertheless created policies that, while deliberately self abnegating, also allowed Japan to recover economically and, equally important, to avoid direct participation in America's conflicts. Thus the "bargain" had several aspects to it, and more than one advantage to the Japanese. In short, the weaker member of the alliance found ways to deflect some of the stronger member's pressures. Accordingly the Japanese government shied away from a combined military command with the United States, resisted integration of forces and, in some instances, interoperability, and sought to limit consultation with Washington. Japanese defense spending was kept very low, at about 1% of GDP (which continues today) and military issues had little priority since a cabinet level Ministry of Defense was not even stood up until January 2007, 62 years after WWII ended.
In 1990/1991 came Japan's slow response to the US/UK/Arab military counter to Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait. Pressed by Washington, Tokyo eventually contributed some $11 to $12 billion in subsidies.
6) The 2001 3) The US 7 th Fleet is the Navy's permanent forward deployed force based in Yokosuka, Japan, with units positioned near South Korea, in and around Japan, and also at Guam. The 7 th Fleet is the largest of the US Navy's forward deployed fleets, with some 50 to 60 ships, 350 aircraft and some 40,000 Navy and Marine Corps personnel. Eighteen ships are permanently based in Japan and at Guam with about 50% routinely deployed at sea. However, all of this was characterized by the incoming Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) government in August and September 2009 as even worse catering to the US, and a further degradation of Japan's autonomy. At first the DPJ tried to fashion security policies different from the LDP and more "equal" (i.e., more autonomous) with the United States: In short, a recalibration of the "bargain." However, the DPJ soon stumbled and PM Yukio Hatoyama had to resign over a failed promise to transfer the US marines out of Okinawa to the American administered island of Guam. His successor, PM Naoto Kan, coping with the Fukashima Daiichi nuclear reactor disaster, sought to steer the US-Japan Okinawa Futenma base controversy back toward some indefinite future resolution. September 2011 and was followed by Yoshihiko Noda, a previous finance minister and a conservative. As Richard Bush observed:
"The DPJ government is struggling to find the right balance concerning the U.S.-Japan alliance. Generally, it has focused on the problems that stem from the presence of American forces rather than the strategic realities that have made that presence necessary."
Today a number of issues, old and more recent, challenge the US-Japanese alliance. They include: Japanese subsidies of the costs of US military basing in Japan ("Host Nation Support"), the F-22 jet fighter acquisition debate, Article 9 restrictions in the Japanese constitution, the role of the JSDF overseas in conjunction with out of area UN operations and, of course, the US Marines presence at Futenma in Okinawa.
Regarding Host Nation Support the Kan government decided in December 2010 to continue subsidizing US troop deployment costs for the next 5 years. Called the "Special Measures Agreement," the US and Japan signed a fiveyear plan in January 2011 that maintains Japan's current spending support of US forces in Japan. The sum is about $2 billion annually, down from about $3 billion in 1999. The money includes, but is not limited to, facilities upgrades, training for US F-15 fighters on Okinawa, and base utilities costs.
10)
Regarding potential American F-22 jet fighter sales to the Japanese, the Lockheed Martin/Boeing F-22 is the premier fifth generation air to air superiority jet fighter in the world. However it is prohibited from foreign sales by the US Congress, although a modified version someday might be manufactured for external sale. The Japanese air force desires a platform that could counter the Russian manufactured SU-30 and its follow-on, the SU-35, although, to date, very few have been delivered into Chinese or Russian inventories. Then again, Washington probably will make available the Lockheed Martin F-35 which is appealing in terms of lower costs and a significant air to air combat capability.
11)
Another familiar bilateral challenge is Article 9 of the US authored post WWII Japanese constitution which states that "land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained." 12) Nevertheless despite years of contentious interpretations, political rhetoric, and judicial decisions, weapons sales by the United States to Japan have seen the Japanese build a sophisticated high tech defense establishment largely equipped with American armaments and exhibiting the most sophisticated maritime forces in Northeast Asia. Yet Tokyo has kept collective defense (i.e., fighting alongside the US against another country) off the table.
Finally, as mentioned, there is the long running US Marines Futenma base relocation dispute. Okinawa, in the Ryukyu Islands, historically has been a political, cultural, and geographic "stepchild" of mainland Japan.
13) Okinawan nationalism has been pointed at both Tokyo and Washington. The most violent episode was the December 1970 "Koza riot" when over 70 vehicles were set on fire near Kadena Air Base. During 2010 and 2011 there were repeated peaceful demonstrations against the US Marine presence on Okinawa. Today some 25,000 American service personnel, many with families, continue to be stationed on Okinawa, principally at a cluster of US Marine Corps camps and bases, and at the US Air Force base at Kadena. While Okinawa constitutes less than 1% of Japan's land mass, almost onefifth of the island is covered by US military bases constituting nearly 70% of US military personnel in Japan. Futenma presently is the most aggravating factor in US-Japan security relations.
14)
Issues at Futenma include jet aircraft noise, pollution, periodic US troop 11) Aviation, "Lockheed Martin/Boeing F-22 Raptor," accessed on 25 July 2011, <http:// www.webaviation.blogspot.com/2008/06lockheed-martinboeing> (accessed on 13 November 2011). 12) Japanese Constitution, article 9. See <http://www.kantei.go.jp/foreign/constitution_and_ government_of_Japan/constitution_ehtml> (accessed on 9 November 2011). 13) There is the historical example of a "Ryukyu Kingdom" on Okinawa which, in the 1850s, evidently sought to negotiate treaties with foreign governments, but then became subordinate to the Japanese (Meiji) state in 1879. See Gavan McCormack, et. al., op. cit And Professor Glenn Hook, a Japanese specialist at the University of Sheffeld, in the UK, has also weighed in: Given a May 2006 "Roadmap Agreement" (and a 1996 earlier negotiation), the 8,600 US Marines at Futenma were to relocate to facilities on Guam with the Japanese government paying about 60% of the then estimated US $10.3 billion relocation costs, thus returning thousands of acres of land to Japanese control. However, more recent US Government Accounting Office (GAO) studies now put the total "full cost of the shift" at over $24 billion over the next 10 years. seemed to agree on placing other US Marines at enlarged facilities in the Henoko coastal area, a less congested part of Okinawa, but still an area of obvious marine ecological sensitivity, and local opposition. Prime Minister Hatoyama staked his office on carrying out a Futenma relocation. When he could not, he was forced to resign. Important US senators also had a hand in it calling the plan "flawed," "not necessary," and "an illusion." A possible fallback is to integrate Futenma's functions into Kadena Air Base. 18) So the issue remains stalemated. As a June 2011 Congressional Research Report, in understatement, summarized it:
"The fundamental problem of hosting foreign troops on a crowded urban landscape, and the sense of grievance that the Okinawans in particular have harbored for decades, seems unlikely to fade." 19) This observer has concluded that Washington should grant its strategic Japanese ally a long overdue consideration by relocating the US Marines either out of Futenma and back to Guam or into the Kadena air base. The issue has gone on far too long, has become a destabilizing factor in the very viability of Japanese national governments, and should be terminated. 20) Japan is too valuable an American ally to continue being treated this way. The Korean War, launched by North Korean dictator Kim Il-sung with the help of the Soviet Union's Joseph Stalin, was ruinous for the Korean people. Some 2 million Korean citizens perished in the conflict as did hundreds of thousands of Chinese Communist "Volunteers." US forces lost about 36,500 killed.
22) When the war ended in June 1953, the Korean peninsula was devastated. Since the war an armistice agreement has been in effect between north and south, but no formal peace treaty has been signed.
While the North Korean threat to South Korea and Japan continues and, since the mid-1980s, includes a rudimentary DPRK nuclear weapons capability, relations between Seoul and Washington have moved from juniorsenior to a more equal partnership. The key change has been South Korea's extraordinary emergence from a war torn, poverty stricken country at the end of the Korean War to possibly the most robust and energetic newly developed country in the world today, with a modern military establishment. South Korea's climb to global prominence has been astonishing. The ROK now has a GDP approaching $1 trillion, and a per capita income at about $21,000. Seoul burst onto the global stage by hosting the 1988 summer Olympics, 20 years before Beijing hosted the Olympics. By contrast North Korea, a country ruined by 60 years of the Kim family regime's protoStalinist policies, has a GDP estimated to be about $29 billion and a per capita income that might be as low as $1,250 per year. 23) In short North Korea, in the midst of the rest of Northeast Asia's extraordinary development, is a failed state, but one with a large army, and a handful of nuclear weapons.
The 27) which would begin assignment of American forces to the CFC combatant elements. This fact, and other differences in the two governments alert levels, intelligence collection, and threat perceptions, remain bilateral issues being worked between Washington and Seoul.
Interestingly, while North Korea was not deterred from the two short violent incidents in 2010, neither did subsequent South Korean retaliation, including the shelling of North Korean army barracks, command systems and artillery positions near the border, provoke any further actions by North Korea.
28)
However, the difficulties with North Korea did spark some public discussion in South Korea about reintroducing American nuclear weapons as a deterrent.
29)
And so, over nearly 60 years of the US-ROK security partnership, challenges, tensions, and bargaining have occurred between the two partners. However the alliance has held and has remained vigilant against the North Korean threat. A mature relationship is now clearly evident. While exact figures cannot be produced, it is possible that in the 58 years since July 1953, the United States government may have spent over $2 trillion helping to defend South Korea, and the ROK government perhaps some $300 billion. Relevant questions occur: Why cannot South Korea, with a GDP possibly 30 times the size of North Korea's, maintain effective deterrence without the US military presence? Or is it cheaper to keep the US forces in South Korea than return them to US territory? Should a final US force withdrawal wait for a peace treaty between North Korea and South Korea? These are fundamental alliance questions. However, this author has seen no serious desire to explore them either in Washington or in Seoul. And, of course, the continuing North Korean threat periodically re-galvanizes the US-ROK alliance. Nevertheless, a mature evolution of war fighting arrangements in the alliance is occurring. Given all the investment, and lives, to date, this author sees no reason to pull US troops out of South Korea unless and until a North Korean government makes peace with its neighbors and eliminates its nuclear weapons. China for Taiwan in 1949, following Mao Tse-tung's Communist Party takeover of the mainland, US security ties continued with the ROC government and, in 1954, were formally codified in the above mentioned US Senate ratified mutual defense treaty. When the People's Republic of China (PRC) was granted the United Nations Security Council "China seat" in 1971, after Taiwan had already left the UN, Washington continued to recognize the Taipei government until the Carter Administration downgraded Taiwan and switched the US embassy from Taipei to Beijing on 1 January 1979 as part of normalization with the PRC. Soon after, in April 1979 the Republican dominated US Congress passed the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) which became a de facto substitute for the languished US-ROC 1954 mutual defense treaty.
Ⅳ Ⅳ. Taiwan and the United States
As allies, both formal and de facto, Taiwan and the United States have weathered various Chinese challenges to, even attacks on, Taiwan occupied territory to include the Quemoy-Matsu crises of 1958 to 1962 (primarily PRC artillery shelling of offshore areas), and the 1995-1996 PRC missile firings, which bracketed waters off Taiwan's northern and southern coasts. After 1996, and the election of Lee Deng-hui, an indigenous Taiwan politician to the ROC presidency, as Taiwan matured toward a political democracy, Beijing reassessed its coercion policy and adopted a less threatening posture toward Taiwan. Then, after the 2000 Taiwan election of pro-independence Democratic People's Party (DPP) candidate Chen Shui-bian, when Taipei began to push the pro-independence envelope, it prompted difficulties and serious talks between Washington and Taipei. Beijing pressed Washington to help "rein in" Chen.
With the victory of KMT candidate Ma Ying-jeou in the May 2008 Taiwan Presidential election, Taiwan's mainland policy seems to have come full circle: President Ma put aside pro-independence rhetoric, and discussions of future unification scenarios. Moreover, in what seems almost like mutual tutelage between Taipei and Beijing, Ma and Chinese President Hu Jintao have calmed the cross-Strait atmosphere. As such, the evolving Taiwan-PRC security relationship demonstrates how gradually changing external policies and internal realities among the two principal countries can reduce tensions and, so it would seem, make the need less relevant for a continuing US defense commitment to Taiwan. However, the TRA remains on the books.
Chinese policy toward Taiwan in late 2011 is now seemingly at its most benign and least threatening in 30 years if, of course, one discounts the continuing buildup of Chinese short range ballistic missiles (SRBMs), in particular the CSS-6 and CSS-7, with about 1,000 to 1,200 of them now, across from Taiwan, 31) while the Chinese navy (PLAN) also extends its operational reach around the island, and new Russian high tech jet fighters gradually come into the Chinese Air Force(PLAAF) inventory.
The ongoing rapproachment between Taiwan and China has coincided with a sense of relaxation among security planners in Washington, as the Obama Administration ,like Bush before it, has its attention preoccupied with military campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, and recently, for Obama, the additional commitment to NATO's military campaign against Qaddafi in Libya.
Nevertheless the Congressional Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) of April 1979 pledges, and requires, every US administration to come to the aid of Taiwan should China attack. Specifically the TRA reads in Section 3301(b) (4): "It is the policy of the United States to consider any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including boycotts and embargoes, a threat to the peace of the Western Pacific and of grave concern to the United States." 32) Chinese pressure against Taiwan could involve a wide spectrum of coercive options, and clearly the Chinese are masters of nuance. Would, for example, cyber activities which have long been a part of PRC operations directed at the island approach the US threshold of "grave concern?" 33)
One of the more controversial issues between Beijing and Washington continues to be US arms sales to the ROC government. Almost immediately Beijing began complaining that US arms sales were not "defensive." Washington responded that Chinese weapons purchases from Moscow, especially the SU-27 fighters, meant that Washington had to make F-16s available to Taipei to keep a "balance" across the Strait.
Since 1990, US arms sales to Taipei indeed have been primarily defensive as this list of big ticket items indicates: During this 20 year period, the PRC has also acquired Russian Sovremenny destroyers, Sunburn missiles, and today points about 1,100 short range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) at Taiwan. Proposals to Beijing by Washington and Taipei to negotiate arms withdrawals from the Strait area have been rebuffed.
Some analysts of the deepening PRC-ROC embrace now contend that it cannot be reversed, and that even if a DPP candidate wins the ROC presidency in 2012, such an event would only slow down, rather than reverse, the island eventually coming under mainland custody. Then again, straight line projections, while comforting, often get ambushed in international security affairs.
Furthermore, is the "erosion of US support for Taiwan" argued, for example, by Professor Robert Sutter 36) if true, a deliberate decision of the Obama administration, or the result of preoccupations elsewhere accompanied by hopes that the currently benign cross-Strait situation might continue indefinitely?
These questions and trends, while interesting, are nevertheless separate from what the Taiwan Relations Act states, and what US and ROC conflict planning should be prepared for if the Chinese decide to attack Taiwan, either flat out, or through a staged coercion campaign short of all-out war. Accordingly, certain questions have to be asked: How would the United States come to the defense of Taiwan? Would US forces fight in coordination with ROC armed forces? Or in parallel with them? Or without them? Framed by the State Department's position on Taiwan, and no official US recognition of Taiwan, regular US military coordination and communication, and advance training for purposes of force interoperability, are not permitted by Washington. Evidently the kind of war fighting links between Washington and Seoul for example and, to a lesser extent, between Tokyo and Washington, simply do not exist between Taipei and Washington.
This reality, if true, constitutes a clear peacetime versus wartime mismatch, something I assume all three governments understand. Moreover, US restraints on arms sales to Taipei, done for a variety of reasons, have not been met with similar restraints, much less force pull backs, by Beijing. In short, if "Taiwan is being handed to Beijing on a silver platter" 37) , Beijing keeps its sword drawn to ensure the platter transfer continues.
Ⅴ Ⅴ. Conclusion
Each of the three US-Asian alliances or security partnerships examined here shows historical patterns of divergent interests, but also continuing utility. They also demonstrate complications for American security interests and US financial capabilities. First, each country the US has undertaken to protect, at years of major expense to the American taxpayer, has emerged into a democracy and each has a capitalist economic system, and is an important trade partner of the United States. Second, these alliances remain notably asymmetrical, except for the periodic financial assistance or force deployments that Japan and South Korea have contributed to US operations or costs. Third, the United States continues its protection of these three countries in a period of obvious US financial difficulties, debts, and other serious international commitments. Fourth, this paper concludes that each alliance does have continuing utilities for the United States, both as hedges against China's rise and as stabilizing factors in Northeast Asia. However, in each case, some sensible adjustments, whose responsibility is principally Washington's, are needed.
First, the US Marines should be removed from Futenma Air Station on 37) China-Taiwan specialist to author, April 2011.
Okinawa. They can go back to Guam, or be integrated into Kadena Air Base without a significant reduction in US mission capabilities. This long festering issue is a wholly unnecessary irritant in Japanese-US relations, and it should be ended. Second, in South Korea, the US combat consolidation and the alteration of command and control arrangements with Washington's ROK ally, are appropriate and can be accomplished with more work ahead, while keeping the North Korean government clearly reminded that if it ever starts a new war it will cease to exist. Third, regarding Taiwan, US constraints on arms sales to Taiwan are logical, since highly advanced military technology should not be provided to Taiwan as it could someday become China's. However, the Taiwan Relations Act has resonance beyond Taiwan and across the Western Pacific, and the TRA reflects the steadiness and unselfishness of the US commitment to a small country that cannot defend itself alone against China. However, closer US operational arrangements with the ROC government are necessary. Moreover, as long as Beijing does not renounce the possible use of force against Taiwan, Beijing should be reminded that the Taiwan Relations Act remains in force, and that the United States is pledged to come to Taiwan's aid if the ROC is attacked directly or by other means.
